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Stevedoring - An Introduction
Stevedoring is an occupation which involves loading and unloading of cargo on
ships, as well as all the logistics and administrative work associated with this.
The word stevedore is thought to originate in Portugal or Spain, and entered the
English language through its use by sailors. It started as a phonetic spelling of
“estivador” in Portuguese or “estibador” in Spanish, meaning a man who stuffs.
(And in the shipping world, the word 'stuffing' is indeed used for 'loading' a container.)
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Historically, stevedores boarded merchant vessels immediately as the vessel entered
a harbour to begin manually loading and unloading cargo. With the arrival of containerization and mechanisation however, the nature of the job has changed somewhat and the modern stevedore is equipped with a wide range of cargo handling
gear, rendering the job much more efficient. Indeed forklifts, side lifters, cranes,
conveyor belts and fish loaders are now the order of the day in the stevedoring
world.
As far as stevedoring in Hunt Deltel goes, our department's efforts are focussed on
the offloading and loading at Port Victoria of commercially fished tuna, salt and
ships' stores. By tradition stevedores are hired on a casual basis and are remunerated
in relation to the total tonnage of tuna or salt loaded during their shift. Cont. Pg 2
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Stevedoring: An overlooked choice of employment?
There are no specific educational requirements for someone who wants to become a stevedore. However there are
a number of qualities and skills required to perform the job
to the standard expected:
Physical fitness & strength. The company makes provi
sions for a medical test to be undertaken by all stevedores,
free of charge, so as to confirm their suitability for lengthy
hours of heavy lifting in all weather conditions.
Awareness of health & safety hazards, preventative
measures and regulatory requirements
The company provides safety equipment protecting the
stevedores from head to toe. It is the responsibility of the
duty officer and the stevedores themselves to ensure their
equipment is worn throughout their shift.
Photo Credit: De Waal Rautenbach
Flexibility with regards to working hours. Once re
cruited, stevedores are assigned to a team which are called
on rotation by radio. Work is organized on a shift basis
from Monday to Sunday including public holidays. Alter
nating 2.5 hour periods of work and rest are scheduled
from 8am to 5pm. When work must continue past 5pm in
order to finish the day's load, food, transport and cash bonuses are given.
Discipline with regards to following instructions. Every
stevedoring shift begins with a briefing from the shift su
pervisor, who will divide the 'gang' or 'team' according to
the tasks at hand. Tasks onboard a fishing vessel include
fish sorting according to size and species on the fishing
vessel, shifting fish from one hatch to another onboard the
fishing vessel, shifting fish onto an adjacent reefer vessel
(a vessel with the specific purpose of transporting frozen
fish overseas), fish loader (located on the quay, channel
ling fish into a reefer container to be loaded onto a cargo
ship) or a 'hopper' (large steel tank which is brought
straight to IOT tuna factory), 'opening of the wells' known
Left to Right: Barret Simeon, Kenny Euphrasie & Ron Denousse
in Creole as 'Fer Lagel' onboard the reefer vessel,
‘trimming' which is packing the fish tightly into their hold
ing tanks on reefer vessels so that the available storage space is used up to its full capacity, most probably the hardest of all
stevedoring tasks.
-Cleaning of the wells; some vessels have up to 22 wells of 70 - 90 ton capacity.
-Salt loading & stacking
Team work. Stevedores must communicate throughout their shift, whether it is to ensure a smooth chain of action or to
warn each other of potential hazards.
The bigger picture: Everyone has a role to play, what value does the stevedore bring to the chain?
Cargo shipping lines and fishing vessel owners make their money when their boats are at sea, carrying cargo between ports
and bringing fish in to later be exported. When ships are alongside a port, they are costing money to their owners.
Stevedores therefore play a key role in ensuring that ships get back on their journey, minimizing port time as much as possible. One could say that they are the 'middle man' between the land and sea. Stevedores' skills are sometimes called upon
to 'pick up the slack' and get the delivery of the cargo to the next port back on schedule if the ship's journey has been delayed due to bad weather for instance.
As a matter of fact, the productivity level of ports is measured by the speed at which ships can 'turnaround', as the faster the
turnaround the lower the cost for shipping lines. This in turn affects how attractive a port is to shipping lines - if a port's
productivity is below par the shipping line may well revise its route to include more efficient ports.
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Stevedoring: A Brief History
Essentially, stevedoring would have begun as early on
as when ships started bringing goods into the country.
The "Seychellois" story of stevedoring as we know it
today however can be said to have begun with a certain
Capt. Jouanis. This gentleman built a lighter vessel (or
barge) of 20 tons in the early 1900s, which was initially towed to and from the outer harbour by a pirogue
of 12 oars. This lighter vessel and the fleet of new additions which followed would collect break bulk cargo
to bring back to shore to be offloaded by stevedores at
the port.
Mr. Jouanis eventually sold out his shares and the management of a newly amalgamated company called Union Lighterage was taken up by Mr. P.V Hunt in 1926,
eleven years before he himself co-founded Hunt,
Left to right: Lyderic Chetty, Francois Jules
Deltel.
& Gerard Dodin
Ironically, some fifty years after this, Capt. Edmond
Houareau (currently Managing Director in Hunt Deltel) assumed the direction of Union Lighterage where he remembers
witnessing the first transhipment of frozen tuna from the storage hold of a French fishing vessel to the hatch of a reefer
vessel in the port. "I remember receiving a call from Mr. Yves Cariou to tell me that we needed to round up men to discharge tuna." So Union Lighterage's stevedores were assembled as usual, however the work did not proceed as planned
and the shift ended early. Work only resumed a day later when the stevedores were provided with boots and gloves in order to continue the arduous task!
Union Lighterage continued as the only stevedoring company until 1994 when it closed down. This opened the doors for
the establishment of Land Marine as well as for the growth of Hunt Deltel which launched its own stevedoring department as a means of providing a more comprehensive package to the fishing vessels which it served and continues to serve
today.
It is enlightening to listen to the anecdotes exchanged between the veteran managers in Hunt Deltel's Fishing Department,
who have seen the ups and downs of stevedoring over the years; these are men who have worked very late nights and very
early mornings for over two decades, sharing a passion for the hustle & bustle of commercial fishing operations. Looking
back at the 90s they remember a surplus of job seekers at the gates of the fishing port, they reminisce the hilarious creole
nick names the regular stevedores would give each other and how they would have to create resourceful solutions at a
time when their working equipment was not necessarily as accessible and robust as it is today.
"I will never forget, on 31st December 1994, there were 12 French ships and 6 Spanish ships in port, and there were still
more men at the port entrance eager to be given a shift! That night we handed out pay at 10pm and my wife even came
down to help!" recalls Mr. Lyderic Chetty, now General Manager of Transport & Fishing at Hunt, Deltel.
He also remembers the company's very first stevedoring operation in 1994. There were just 2 gangs of stevedores on the
company's payroll totalling 60 men, a far cry from the 250 men there are today. It was onboard the Spanish vessel
'Montelape' and he proudly recalls a new stevedoring record being set - 300 tons of tuna were offloaded over the previous
average of 250 tons.
Mr. Francois Jules also remembers his first shift as stevedoring foreman a little later that year onboard another Spanish
vessel called Mare de Sergio."I was a young duke at the time! I had been in the army and had been a sailor, but it was my
first ever taste of the job. I remember thinking to myself how big both the vessel and the stevedores were!" Nevertheless,
Mr. Jules’ colleagues are quick to ascertain how much presence Mr. Jules has always commanded on his working turf.
That said, Mr. Jules & Mr. Chetty couldn't help but lament a certain shift in attention from job seekers away from the stevedoring industry. The country's job market has become much more competitive, with opportunities in maintenance and
landscaping forever on the increase. They also comment on how entwined the trade actually is in our country's fabric,
with popular songs from Gilles Lionnet as well as Elijah making reference to the job.
Thus we believe it fitting to end this article on a high note, acknowledging the leaps we have made since the birth of stevedoring in Seychelles, from shifting less than 150 tons of tuna in the 80s to a record 733 tons onboard Txori Toki a
Spanish boat of the Pevaeche fleet in 2008.
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Groupage: The Ins & Outs
A moment with the team

Claudia, as Customer Service & Sales Manager, how would you explain to
a first-time shipper how the Groupage service works?
Groupage is also known as consolidated cargo, part cargo or LCL shipment(Less than a
Container-Load). This is when a ‘group’ of individual importers share the space within
one container and the shipping costs are split proportionately.
If you are bringing goods into Seychelles from overseas you need to get into contact
with a consolidator or an agent in the port of origin. Hunt, Deltel can recommend a
reliable company and provide you with contact details.
We can quote for the shipment and provide information on associated costs, including
freight charges as well as any applicable local charges. Unlike full container shipments,
part cargo is charged per cubic metre. You have the option of paying for the freight in
Seychelles or to request that freight is paid in the country of origin.
Once the cargo reaches Seychelles, we will request for you to present a number of documents; the bill of lading, your packing list and commercial invoice in order . It is also
Jacqueline Jacques (left) &
strongly advised to check as soon as you begin shipping arrangements whether your
Claudia Vidot (right)
goods require an import permit.
Next, you will be informed by an arrival notice sent by email or by post once your shipment is in Seychelles; You will need to come to our office with your original Bill of Lading to pay a release fee and collect your
release document. The Original Bill of Lading is required in most instances unless otherwise instructed by the consolidator/
agent, in which case a copy can be presented.
Additionally, if freight charges were not paid at the port of origin, then this too must be settled before we provide you with the
release documents. In the shipping world this is known as a 'freight collect' arrangement.
From here you may proceed to clear your cargo with the assistance of a clearing agent.

Jacqueline, tell us about your job in Groupage as Supervisor.

There are so many procedures involved in importing a shipment, and sometimes, unfortunately, it does happen that a piece of
cargo goes missing or something is broken in transit. When this happens our clients contact me in the hope that I can help to
provide a solution. They count on me to liaise with their agent on the other end by phone or by e-mail. They are always so
happy and grateful when I am able to help resolve their problems, and I must say I enjoy doing my job.
When I look back at when I first started, I can see how the business has gradually evolved. We started off with just a handful of
clients importing mainly personal effects. Nowadays some of our customers are importing vehicles and yachts!

Left: Farewell Lunch for Flolise Larue,
Trademarks Manager for Hunt, Deltel.
Flolise was with the company for 39 years
before deciding to take her retirement.
Management & Staff wish her all the very best.

Right: Festival Kreol at Head Office.
On the menu: Pilau, Lentils, Salted Beef Curry, Boiled Cassava, Pickled Vegetables, Pumpkin Salad, Lafarin Mai, Saffron
Dorado, ’Bred’ & Sausage Stir Fry, Mixed Ladob
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Festive Season Photo Gallery
Our end of year celebrations
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Hunt, Deltel in the Community
People & Causes we have supported over the past quarter

Encouraging team work &
discipline through sports
Bringing joy at Christmas to the
little treasures residing at the
President’s Village.

Interactive Education
and extra-curricular
projects on Rainwater
Harvesting & Waste
Management in
schools around Mahe

ECO- ADVICE FROM OUR YOUTH

On 15th January SSFC was proud to report that it has
been approved for its ARGOS Satellite Identification
number. The tags are to be tested in Canada and sent
to Seychelles fully functional and active.
There are a total of 3 tags, 2 to go on sailfish and 1 on
yellow fin in tuna for 90 days. We are excited to see
where these species go. All information gathered will
be turned over to SFA and University of Seychelles for
students in the Marine Sciences Program.
From the information SSFC has, SSFC is the 1st Seychelles based NGO/Association in Seychelles to obtain
a satellite identification number for marine research.
“It is a complicated and technical process as we have
learned.” reported Grant Heyer, the club’s secretary on
15th January 2016.

Instead of fighting to protect the environment, why don’t
we work on creating a world where the environment
doesn’t need protecting.
Think outside the bag. Join the anti-plastic bag campaign.
Make our beaches barefoot-friendly.
From Trash to Treasure - Have fun recycling!
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Hunt Deltel IT
Topic of the Quarter: E-mail Etiquette
Acknowledging an email is important. However the time
taken to respond can depend on the importance of the
email. Usually anything that is non urgent can be acknowledged within 24 hours. Do try and not leave the
sender ‘hanging’ as this can be seen as being unprofessional or that their email does not matter. If it is urgent
but you are attending to other important matters then
let the sender know you have seen the message and estimate when you expect to reply. Certain emails can be
ignored if it is not affecting you directly and you have
been copied for information only.

When corresponding with people a traditional
mail you always include a signature, don’t you? With the inter
net you do not have a letterhead to present contact information
to the recipient, so this information needs to be included in an
email signature. Each business email you send should include a
proper email signature to add credibility to as well as promote
the business. Email signatures also provide customers with
contact information should they wish to contact you via mail,
visit your business, contact you via telephone or send a fax.

Subject lines are extremely important
Client communication is at the heart
of exceptional client service. Understanding your clients' needs and
keeping them updated as work on their matters progresses is essential to maintaining a strong relationship.
In fact, many professionals find that when their communication with a client deteriorates, it often signals that
the client is already looking for an alternative. As a result, ensuring open and active lines of communication
with the client is a priority. Keep a good working communication thread with both your clients and suppliers.
This will then improve the reputation of the business
and attract more business for the organisation. Use your
email not just for communication but also to add reminders, follow ups and meetings. This will assist you to
organise your work better and improve your effectiveness and efficiency across the board.

as this allows the recipient to know exactly what the
email is about. People often decide whether to open an
email based on the subject line. Choose one that lets
readers know you are addressing their concerns or business issues. Never open an old email, hit reply, and send
a message that has nothing to do with the previous one.
Before you click
‘Reply All’ or put names on the C.C or BCC lines, ask
yourself if all recipients need the information in your
message. Only use ‘CC’ when it is important for those
who need to know the contents of the email or for
those who you are just FYI’ing. Overuse can cause your
emails to be ignored. In regard to ‘BCC’, use your discretion and ensure that your intentions are proper. To
send BCC copies to others as a way of talking behind
someone’s back is inconsiderate.
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Logos Hope 20th Nov– 26th Nov
GBA Ships is the management company overseeing the running of the vessel Logos Hope
with the agreed aim of "bringing knowledge, help and hope to the people of the world"
GBA Ships is a non-profit venture. Half of the funding raised to run operations comes from the sponsorship of personnel on board given by
friends, family and other supporters. Another quarter comes from the
sale of books and non-book items (such as souvenirs) in the onboard
book fair. The last quarter comes from gifts and donations given by individuals, trusts, foundations and community groups. GBA Ships is not a
government or corporate funded enterprise. Some local corporate sponsorship in the ports of call helps to cover port and publicity expenses.
Income received through donations or sales on board the ships is used to
purchase literature, fund port visit costs, and cover vessel expenses, personnel needs and administration.
Eva Leon in our Fishing Department, sporting Capt.
With around 45 different nationalities represented on board, the Logos
Verbeek’s hat during a guided tour of the vessel.
Hope community is regarded as a genuine expression of international
goodwill and understanding. The crew and staff are all non-salaried volunteers including many serving in their professional capacity, such as
seafarers, engineers, electricians, nurses, teachers and cooks. No one, including the captain, is paid a salary. Each one on board has to have financial sponsorship to cover the costs of travel to and from the ship as well
as the costs of his or her time on board.
Although the main aim of the ship is to serve people in the port communities, those on board also benefit personally during their term of service.
A structured training programme, combined with work experience and
cross-cultural encounters, provides crewmembers with valuable opportunities to learn new skills and develop character. Crewmembers are unified by their faith in God and vision to bring knowledge, help and hope to
the port communities they serve around the world.
“Some of the people onboard have actually lived there for over two years
with their children growing up and going to school onboard. They consider the ship to be more their home than back on dry land! It was very
interesting to see such a mix of cultures, and it was a pleasure working
with the pre-arrival crew; they were always eager to provide information
and reply to queries, making us part of the crew’s experience by having
us shipping assistants interact with many of their colleagues.” reports
Alex Barbier in the Shipping Operations department.
Reference: https://
www.gbaships.org/en/
Capt. Verbeek briefing Alex Barbier
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Crystal Esprit 15th Dec - 13th March











Crystal Esprit is the first cruise liner to acquire permission to
use its own submersible in Seychelles waters
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Hunt, Deltel & Co. Ltd.
Hunt, Deltel & Co. Ltd.
P.O Box 14
2nd Floor Trinity House
Albert Street
Victoria, Mahe
Phone: + 248 4 380 300
Fax: + 248 4 225 367
E-mail: info@huntdeltel.com
Web: www.huntdeltel.com

The total services company
Hunt, Deltel & Co Ltd was formed in 1937 and is a Seychelles registered and owned company, with an extensive portfolio of activities,
with particular emphasis in shipping and service related fields.
The company is certified ISO9001:2008 compliant for its
shipping agency, management and administration. This
covers our commercial shipping, tuna operations, super
yacht activities and courier services.
Our services include: Shipping & Port Operations, Settling Agents for
Marine Insurance, Marine Claims & Surveys, Yacht Agency, Marine &
Leisure, Freight Forwarding & Clearing, Airfreight, DHL International
Courier Service, Vehicle Distribution, Trademark & Patent Registration, Publishing House, Eden Island Marina.

New Hunt Deltel Website

www.huntdeltel.com

